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People get ready, there’s a train a-comin’. You don’t need no baggage, you just get on board. 

All you need is faith to hear the diesels hummin’. Don’t need no ticket. You just thank the Lord. 

Curtis Mayfield 

 

A couple of weeks ago, I began serving as a chaplain at Franklin Memorial Hospital in 

Farmington. I’m there Monday and Tuesday mornings.  

The experience has been unnerving.  

I’m reminded of a yearlong chaplain residency at a mental health hospital in 1978. My 

supervisor walked me to my first assignment, a locked ward. He unlocked and opened the door 

and said, “It’s all yours. Have a good morning.” Gulp.  

I went to the nurse’s station. Folks were busy. I introduced myself as the new chaplain 

resident. A couple of people behind the desk briefly turned their heads and said, “Welcome.” 

That was it.  

I looked around. The people in the common area were talking with one another. One 

person was sitting alone at a card table.  

I introduced myself and asked if I could sit for a bit. “Sure,” she said. We chatted for 

about 10 minutes. The conversation flowed. I said to myself, “This is not so hard. I can do this.” 

I thanked her for her time. I asked her name, which I should have done at the beginning. 

She said, “I’m Jill, the staff psychologist.” She smiled. Or was it a smirk? 

 I’d been had. I imagine the staff had a good laugh during lunch. I figured it would not be 

wise to report a hazing incident my first day on the job.” 

Why, after a mountain of years of ministry, do I feel challenged, or, more accurately, a 

bit undone by my first couple weeks at the hospital?  

For some 30 years, I have had a ton of conversations-that-matter. Most of the 

conversations have been with people I have known, like parishioners in the hospital. Or, people 

who have come to me, on my turf, for counseling and spiritual direction. People who come for 

counseling and spiritual companionship usually have something to talk about. 

Hospital cold calls, either in a patient’s room or in a clinic, like an outpatient 

chemotherapy infusion clinic, have been few and far between for me. I’m working on getting my 

sea legs.  

What’s rocking the boat? I knock and ask to come in. I may or may not be invited. Often 

persons are on their backs and tethered to a tube or two, and, at first, I am standing up. A power 

imbalance. Most people list their religion as “none.” Those who choose “none” may have had a 

bad experience with religion, as in my soul does not need saving, thank you. Or I know I fall 

short, there are things I regret, but I am not up to talking with a stranger about the road to heaven 

when I feel like hell.  

Each morning, so far, I have had conversations that matter with warm and engaging 

people. My batting average is about 278, good enough for a baseball player and hopefully a 

cleric.  
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Truth be told, every pastoral visit I make, regardless of the setting, and every counseling 

and spiritual direction conversation I host, begin with a sense of anxious anticipation. I take a 

deep breath, some silence, and say a quiet prayer before the conversation begins. If I ever get to 

the place where I no longer experience a bit of fear and trembling before I initiate or host a 

conversation that matters, I have no business opening my ears and mouth. Chutzpah is a virtue 

for hedge fund managers; not for stewards of conversations that matter.  

So, here we are, another Advent. Each Advent, I feel a bit like a hospital patient hearing a 

knock at the door. God making a visit whether I like it or not. I am not sure I am up for it. The 

Advent hymn calls for sleepers to wake up. Sometimes I want to hit the snooze button. 

Alright already. What, God, do you expect me to do this year to prepare for the coming of 

your reign? What paths am I to make straight? Try harder to be better, choose a new NGO to 

support. Possibly something simpler but not necessarily easier, like trusting the valleys will be 

filled, mountain and hills lowered, the crocked made straight, rough places smooth. Trust is a lot 

to ask of us right now—a fresh batch of Covid, fragile and dissolving democracies, polar bears 

balancing on floating and melting ice.  

Here’s what most moves me to say, “Yeah, come on in, have a sit for a bit.” I imagine a 

weary God as tentative as I as she stands at the threshold of my weariness. Love, absolute love 

no less, walks toward us gingerly, curiously, attentively, respectfully, safely.  

If absolute love asked Moses to take off his shoes at the burning bush, I imagine love 

already having her shoes off to the side. God and neighbor shoeless. Vulnerability meets 

vulnerability. Space between God and us becomes holy ground.  

It is in such sacred space that heaven entices those who feel like hell. Baruch sweetens 

the appeal: “Take off the garment of your sorrow and affliction, O Jerusalem, and put on forever 

the beauty of the glory from God.” 

A Methodist pastor in Acton, Massachusetts, this past Friday morning, captured the 

texture of our discarded garments of sorrow and affliction as he answers Love’s call for us to 

make straight paths to Love’s heart: The driveway into my heart is an obstacle course. My trust 

of God goes up and down like a mountain range. The words I say twist and turn around what 

ought to be clear and true. My thoughts are rough, rumpled and pitted and marred. Roots of the 

trees of all my desires have heaved up the sidewalk. The wilderness where you, O Mystery, 

prepare a way is my own troubled mind. Simplify my trust. Undistort my eyes. Still me. Smooth 

my heart, Love, till you can roller skate there with your eyes closed.  

Amen. 

   

 

 
 


